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I wrote this book for my grandchildren. My child, his wife and their
kids moved to NORTH PARK and I saw a report that there was an earthquake
alert. I became concerned about how prepared they were. Not just for a
feasible earthquake, but, as significantly, for the chaotic time
following a disaster. And you need to plan to survive as a team/family.
. Thrive Later may be the handbook for becoming in an real survival or
emergency situationBut it is important would be to Prepare Now! .This is
the most significant book you will ever own. Actually, you have to do it
Today.Preparation is the most critical element of survival and probably
the most easily accomplished because you can certainly do it NOW.It is
also the most useful gift you could give someone you value. I reached
into my training and knowledge and .Easy-to-follow checklists and
particular directions on what to get and perform assist you to prepare.
This book gives you a step-by-step process to prepare for these
emergencies and in the misunderstandings afterwards.You, and those you
love, will definitely face a number of of the situations covered: power
outage, flood, earthquake, hurricane, tornado, wild fire and more.A
companion book, Survive Now. .
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EVERYONE MUST HAVE THIS BOOK Recommend this book --- if you care also a
tiny bit about protecting your loved ones in an enormous storm or worse
--- you should download this and read it. Unfortunately, the writer
doesn't really explore the truth that other people would be the worst
danger to survival, and downplays the complete issue of obtaining killed
for your stuff by additional survivalists. I also like the links he
provides.Reward written by someone in the particular forces so he has
survival training. Because of this I only gave it three superstars, as
it downplays the greatest danger in a post-apocalyptic world.
Informative. Idea provoking. Useful. well well organized the author
doesn't really explore the truth that other people will be the worst
threat to survival Most of that is obvious to anyone who also considers
survival for more than 30 seconds. It also has check lists. Useful.
Practical (Indispensable) Suggestions for Everyone Mayer has written a
comprehensive guideline, for the layman (or woman), on how to prepare
for emergencies of most kinds. At its simplest it’s about how to protect
your house, your family, and how to proceed when disaster strikes.And
yes, I received a copy for an honest review.I acquired this book about
my pc, but would in all honesty buy the paper version because in a
tragedy I’d like to have a physical back-up copy. But a lot more than
that it’s in regards to a mind-set, a mind-set of being prepared,
knowing you are and sense safe now.Survival This was an extremely
comprehensive book. Bob Mayer includes a wonderful military background,
and he lays out simple plans -- in a manner that makes it easy to get
ready.
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